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Live your best lifestyle, from baking to brides via dating, homes and travel


Refine:  Popular
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Aussie singles get hitched to spouses who they see for the first time on their wedding day



Married at First Sight Australia
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Celebrities bake and Stand Up To Cancer



The Great Celebrity Bake Off for SU2C
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B&B owners take turns to stay with each other as they compete to be crowned best hosts



Four in a Bed
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Joe Lycett shows us how to get the most out of some of the most popular mini-breaks



Travel Man: 48 Hours in...
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The knives (and forks) are out as strangers compete to be crowned top dinner party host



Come Dine with Me
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George Clarke meets the people breathing new life into our unused and unloved buildings



George Clarke's Remarkable Renovations
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The dog dating show where people and dogs are matched up



The Dog House
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The programme that helps house-hunters find their dream holiday home in the sun



A Place in the Sun
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Couples explore open relationships and sex with other people... can it deepen their bond?



Open House: The Great Sex Experiment
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Kevin McCloud follows intrepid individuals trying to design and build their dream home



Grand Designs
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What does it take to buy and renovate beautiful chateaux in France?



Chateau DIY
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Britain's best amateur bakers compete in the iconic white tent to prove their skills



The Great British Bake Off
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Series following intrepid expats as they chase a dream life in the sun



A New Life in the Sun
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Twelve of Britain's best home potters compete to be crowned best at the wheel



The Great Pottery Throw Down
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Small-time producers pitch their new ideas to Aldi, hoping for the chance of a lifetime



Aldi's Next Big Thing
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Phil Spencer and Kirstie Allsopp help homeowners decide whether to love or sell their home



Kirstie and Phil's Love It or List It
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Gordon Ramsay visits America to rescue restaurants from imminent disaster



Ramsay's Kitchen Nightmares USA
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Behind the scenes at the exclusive Oberoi hotel group as it pursues VIP perfection



Grand Indian Hotel
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Couples come together to host dinner parties in an exciting twist for the dining show



Couples Come Dine with Me
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Kirstie Allsopp and Phil Spencer help house-hunters find a home in the perfect location



Location, Location, Location
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